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If most post-1970s cannibal zombie films play with fears and fantasies tied to capitalism, 
the 2011 Cuban film Juan of the Dead offers an alternative: while it implies Cubans have 
been facing their own “zombie apocalypse” for years, the film ends with its hero, Juan, 
embracing communist ideologies and rejecting escape into capitalism (and the U.S.). The 
film thus supplies a post-apocalyptic life-after-capitalism that U.S. zombie films have been 
failing to provide for years. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cuban director Alejandro Brugués’ 2011 zombie film Juan de los muertos (Juan of the 
Dead) contains many of the tropes we’ve become accustomed to in zombie cinema—a zombie 
virus that is originally mistaken for something else, a small group of living survivors trying 
to stay alive as zombies mass in the streets, the creative use of everyday objects as 
weapons, and an unlikely hero rising to the occasion.  In this case, that hero is the titular 
Juan, who starts the film as an unambitious slacker with no real desire to do anything 
more than simply be.  Even before the start of the zombie infestation, many people are 
fleeing Cuba for the United States, but Juan surmises that it’s better to stay in Cuba 
because in the U.S., he’d have to work for a living. 
 By the end of the film, though, with several of his friends dead and a means of escape 
at hand, Juan is still holding firm—not because he is afraid of work but because Juan has 
come to realize something fundamental about his character, and by extension the Cuban 
character more generally.  Pushing a boat containing his best friend, his daughter, her 
boyfriend, and a child Juan rescued out to sea, Juan refuses to get on board.  He says, “I’m a 
survivor.  I survived Mariel, I survived Angola, I survived the Special Period, and this thing 
that came afterwards.  And I will survive this…I’m fine here.  I like it here.”  As they sail 
away, Juan pulls himself back up on shore and says to himself, “I’ll be alright.  I just need a 
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chance.”  He grabs an oar and starts fighting zombies.  This fight becomes an animated 
sequence under the end credits of the film and finishes, appropriately enough, with the image 
of a zombie—a hole ripped through its back—wearing a jacket that says “Hasta la victoria 
siempre” or “until victory always,” a famous line from a letter written by Che Guevara and 
the inspiration for a 1965 song about the Cuban Revolution by composer Carlos Puebla.  It is 
a moment that reminds the viewer that while at this point, zombies may be a global 
phenomenon, this film is still grounded in a very particular national context.   
 It is this balancing between the global ubiquity of zombies on one hand and the 
national particularities of Juan’s story on the other that are key here.  Juan of the Dead offers 
up a unique vantage from which to consider the ways in which zombie cinema often, 
surprisingly, tells stories about resisting change—and yet, because the film is set apart from 
U.S. zombie films, while it may tell a similar story, the end result sends a message far 
different than those films.  Whereas many American zombie films show us how living 
survivors fail to create a new kind of society out of the ruins of the zombie apocalypse, with 
Juan of the Dead, in reverting back to pre-apocalyptic ways of being, Juan is returning to 
something that the film suggests contemporary Cuban society has forgotten: namely, its 
revolutionary past. 
 
2. THE ECONOMIC ZOMBIE 
As I have argued elsewhere (2014; 2017), the zombie—in its American context—is an 
inherently racialized creature.  Born of stories connected to Haitian Vodou and carrying with 
them the racial baggage that over a century of demonizing Haiti (as a black nation) and 
Vodou (as a supposed barbarian superstition), the earliest American zombie tales traded on 
decades of racist rhetoric rooted in fears of Haitian Independence about the dangers of people 
of color being allowed to rule themselves (Kee, 2017).  These zombies weren’t cannibals, but 
rather pitiful slaves, and the fear generated by these early zombie texts was not that the 
zombies would attack but that one could be turned into a zombie.  These texts often stood as 
reminders of the dangers of foreign cultures and what could happen to young, white 
Americans who dared to come into close contact with them.  These zombies were an easy 
metaphor for the dangers of cultural contamination.   
 When zombies were transformed in the late 1960s and early 1970s into the familiar 
cannibal creature that is so prolific today, the racialization of zombies did not entirely 
disappear.  While the overt connections to cultures of color via “voodoo” were largely dropped 
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in zombie media, films and television shows still traded on the idea of the uncivilized Other 
attacking living Americans.  Moreover, cannibal-style zombies are physically differentiated 
from the living: they are the decomposing dead.  This means that the zombie is not only an 
aggressive Other trying to eat the living, but it is one that can be separated and categorized 
based, at least in part, on its physical attributes.   
 Yet, for all the ways in which zombies are racialized creatures, in either form—as the 
pitiful slave-style zombies being led by a zombie master or the hungry, infected cannibalistic 
undead—the zombie has often been approached as a potent economic metaphor.  In slave-
style texts, at their most popular from the 1930s to the 1960s, zombies came to represent the 
ultimate in economic exploitation—those whose lives were literally used up in the service of 
others as slaves or laborers.  The modern, cannibal-style zombie was born in George A. 
Romero’s Night of the Living Dead in 1968, and many scholars believe it is no coincidence 
that as this zombie became more and more popular during the 1970s, there was a concurrent 
shift in the economy.  Assembly lines closed and consumer culture grew, and zombies 
suddenly became apt metaphors for both the blue-collar workers suddenly set adrift in this 
new kind of post-Fordist economy and the unthinking consumers now filling American 
shopping malls.   
 Gary Canavan notes, zombies thus “map onto a form of capitalism that has itself 
become completely monstrous…” (2012, p. 143).  As a result, scholars see cannibal zombies 
as everything from another metaphorical manifestation of economic exploitation to 
harbingers of change.  Stephanie Boluk and Wylie Lenz suggest, cannibal zombies “are 
creatures composed entirely of excess desire.  They hunger for flesh, but their undead status 
means they do not require food” (2010, p. 136).  Yet, as they point out, the zombie not only 
therefore comes to stand for the unthinking, ever-consuming mindless consumer, but because 
zombies are creatures of the mass, they are also often envisioned as representatives of a 
proletarian revolution.  As Boluk and Lenz note, “The threat the zombie poses is [a]…threat 
of…dismantling…social and economic institutions…” (2010, p. 136).  And it is, in fact, the 
apocalyptic nature of most cannibal-style zombie films that works to underscore this threat. 
 Most zombie films since Night of the Living Dead show an apocalypse in progress or a 
post-apocalyptic landscape.  In either case, the zombies have managed to tear down the 
current social order.  And while, for many like Boluk and Lenz, this could be the stuff of 
nightmares, it also holds within it a utopian premise: the zombie apocalypse could fast-
forward radical change—providing a fresh start free from systemic sexism, racism, and class 
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structures, among other things—without the years of collective social work that would be 
necessary to see this happen in real life.  In essence, the zombie virus could instantly erase 
all class distinctions without anyone having to do a thing.  Yet, as most zombie films show 
us, rather than embrace the destruction of the current social system, living survivors tend to 
cling to pre-apocalyptic ways of life; they attempt to rebuild what the zombies have destroyed.  
Contemporary zombie films are thus rooted in fears of life outside of current social structures, 
including capitalism.   
 Juan of the Dead provides a slightly different take on the zombie-as-economic 
metaphor because it firmly grounds its zombies not in the American heartland but in Cuba, 
in a contemporary communist space that is already—at least in theory—giving people a life 
outside of capitalism.  In the film, when a zombie apocalypse grips Cuba, the government 
claims the undead are capitalist dissidents; most citizens assume this is yet another “Special 
Period,” but Juan sees an opportunity: he starts a zombie removal business.  He’s the 
ultimate entrepreneur in this sense, ready to kill your loved ones for you—assuming you can 
meet his fee.  Yet, when given the chance to escape the zombies and Cuba, Juan refuses.  He’s 
opportunistic, but only to a point.   
 Juan’s refusal to escape the zombies and go to the United States points to the need for 
a reinterpretation of the economic metaphors that scholars have been using to describe 
cinematic zombie apocalypses.  If the cannibal zombies of most post-1970s American films 
play with metaphorical fears and fantasies tied to the future of capitalism, Juan of the Dead 
offers an alternative view: Juan makes an explicit choice in rejecting escape into capitalism 
that nevertheless implies that communist Cuba has been facing its own form of “zombie 
apocalypse” for years.  Rather than envisioning Juan as able to combat zombies because of 
some innate heroism, the film positions Juan as able to survive a zombie apocalypse because 
he’s survived being Cuban for so long. 
 This does not mean that the Cuba envisioned in the film is free of a capitalist presence.  
Far from it.  One of the running jokes throughout the film is that the Cuban government and 
its media outlets announce that the zombies are U.S.-backed capitalist “dissidents” trying to 
undermine the communist way of life, and as Dennis Harvey observes, the government and 
media are “sticking to that party line, no matter how dire things get” (2011, p. 10).  Yet, the 
film quickly suggests that while Cuba may theoretically be a socialist space at odds with the 
capitalist United States, that many of its citizens have a strong capitalist streak.  Juan’s first 
impulse, after all, is to start a zombie removal business to capitalize off the infestation. 
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 Emily Maguire compares Juan’s entrepreneurial spirit to the behavior of the titular 
Shaun in the 2004 British film Shaun of the Dead, noting, “While Shaun’s zombies reveal the 
lethargy and conformity at the heart of British society, Brugués’s film gestures toward the 
death of socialist ideals, celebrating the survivor instinct (and its emerging guerrilla 
capitalism) as much as it parodies it” (2015, p. 177).  As she says, “Unlike Shaun, Juan has 
no need to be roused from the stupor of capitalist drudgery” (2015, p. 179).  Yet, the film does 
suggest that Juan needs to be roused from something. 
 We first meet Juan dozing on a homemade raft while his best friend Lazaro is diving 
for fish.  When Lazaro comes back empty-handed, Juan reminds him, “This isn’t about how 
many fish we catch.  It’s about having a good time.”  Lazaro asks if Juan ever wants to paddle 
to Miami, and Juan says, “What for?  There I have to work.  Here, I’m a harvester like the 
Taínos.  It’s just a matter of sitting and waiting.  Something will come up.”  This defines 
Juan’s attitude perfectly, as throughout the film, he is presented as someone content to let 
things come to him—much to the frustration of people like his ex-wife and daughter.  Juan 
lives as a scavenger and petty crook, and once the zombie apocalypse begins, even Juan’s 
entrepreneurial endeavors are aimed, at least in part, at keeping him and his friends well-
supplied with rum to drink while they lounge on a rooftop.  Juan isn’t looking to work his 
way up in the world; he wants to remain where he was before the zombie apocalypse—
comfortable and without grander ambitions.  In many ways, he is just like the survivors of 
any number of other zombie films—trying to hold onto the world that the zombies are 
destroying.  Yet, Juan is also markedly different from these other living survivors, and this 
is why the national/cultural context of the film is so vital. 
 
3. CUBAN ZOMBIES 
Gregory A. Waller observes that zombie texts “demonstrate how easily our bodies, our homes, 
our cities, our country, and our universe can be invaded” (1986, p. 251).  His linking of bodies 
with homes, cities, and countries is no accident.  There is a true breakdown of the body 
occurring in most cannibal-style zombie films.  Whereas slave-style zombies were hardly ever 
physically marked, cannibal zombies are almost always physically differentiated from the 
living.  They are decomposing corpses, and as such, zombie texts often deal with horrors of 
the body—the non-conforming body that defies stable boundaries and categorization, a body 
whose borders cannot hold.  These zombie bodies not only show the fragility of individual 
bodies but the national body as well.  Most zombie films envision governments and 
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institutions falling in the wake of a zombie attack.  Compromised zombie bodies can thus 
stand for the compromised societies left in the wake of a zombie apocalypse; the breakdown 
of these individual bodies offering up an analogue for the larger breakdown of society. 
 It is the same in Juan of the Dead, where zombies not also represent a very real threat 
to Juan and his friends but they come to represent a threat to the national body as well.  Yet, 
the film goes to great lengths to show us—satirically—that the zombies are simply one more 
threat in a long line of threats that have been plaguing the Cuban national body for the last 
several decades.  Not only is there Juan’s speech linking the zombies to events like the Angola 
intervention in 1975 or the Mariel emigration of 1980, but most of Juan’s neighbors assume 
that the zombie infestation is just another form of “Special Period,” a euphemism for the 
extended economic crisis in Cuba that started after the fall of the Soviet Union in the 1990s. 
 Brugués not only connects the zombie crisis to a history of ongoing crises in Cuba, but 
also suggests a link to the government itself.  As Anne Marie Stock notes, the film “pokes fun 
at a host of state entities—the CDRs, media, police, health care system, public 
transportation, and so on.  References to the Revolution abound in the form of slogans on t-
shirts and billboards as well as graffiti…” (2012, p. 59).  At the beginning of a neighborhood 
meeting early in the film, the crowd sings an anthem with lyrics that include, “…to die for 
the motherland is to live…” and it is no coincidence that this meeting will also mark a zombie 
appearance in the form of Mario, the president of the local Socialist Party office, which is 
appropriately enough called the Committee for the Defense of the Revolution.  The film is 
littered with these sorts of snarky asides to revolutionary ideals and jargon and takes special 
glee in filling revolutionary spaces, such as the Plaza de la Revolución, with zombies.  
 Steve Susoyev notes that, “Cubans are very careful not to criticize their government 
overtly.  But satire is rampant, and the film lampoons the government’s reflexive 
scapegoating of the U.S. government in every crisis” (2014).  In his review of the film for Daily 
Variety, Dennis Harvey likewise notes that the film is full of “subversive nods to Cuba’s 
perpetually broken-down infrastructure and make-do citizenry” (2011, p. 10).  As Harvey 
observes, the film gets in “some surprisingly blunt digs at Castro’s Cuba” (2011, p. 10).  Emily 
Maguire argues that in this way the film suggests that “revolutionary fervor itself” is 
“monstrous” (2015, p. 180).  At first glance, this would certainly fit with making Mario a 
zombie and poking fun at the anthem everyone sings.  This also seems to account for one of 
the film’s tag lines in an official trailer uploaded to YouTube that announced “50 years after 
the Cuban Revolution, another revolution is about to break out.  And only one man can stop 
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it!” (Stock, 2012, p. 59).  Yet, I would suggest that we can’t only read the film as a satire of 
revolutionary ideals—although it certainly does poke fun at them—just as we can’t only 
consider the film as a product of Cuba and Cuba alone. 
 
4. A GLOBAL ZOMBIE LANGUAGE 
The film was a co-production with Spain, made well outside the Cuban state apparatus—in 
part to avoid government censorship, and probably rightfully so.  As Brugués noted in the 
wake of Juan of the Dead’s international success, “Our government didn’t notice ‘Juan’ until 
it became successful, and then they realized they didn’t like it” (in de la Fuente, 2013, p. 4). 
Still, the damage, so to speak, was already done—Juan made the round of international film 
festivals before seeing release world-wide, and it was a success.  But one of the reasons that 
the film did so well internationally was that it spoke a common language grounded not in 
Cuban culture but in the zombie sub-genre.  As Gutiérrez, Díaz, and Navarro observe, 
Brugués was interested in making a genre film that would reach global audiences (2014, p. 
540).  And while the film is decidedly set in Cuba and makes references to Cuban life that 
might be difficult for those outside of Cuba to understand, it also speaks a more international 
language in its references to zombie cinema more broadly—most explicitly the films of George 
A. Romero and Shaun of the Dead.  Juan also trades in accepted conventions of the zombie 
genre more generally: it focuses on a small group of living survivors, who must work together 
to figure out how to survive.  They will have to be resourceful; they will face nearly 
overwhelming odds. 
 The film’s inherent Cuban-ness on one hand and its grounding in a far more 
international zombie language on the other is one of the reasons why I would challenge the 
suggestion that the film positions Cuban revolutionary society as monstrous, at least not 
entirely.  While most zombie media today at least gives lip service to the survivalist instinct 
in all of us, most American zombie media shows us how this falls apart.  One only has to 
watch 1968’s Night of the Living Dead or an episode of The Walking Dead (AMC, 2010-
present) to see how jealousies and petty squabbles can turn the hardiest of survivors into 
easy prey for zombies.  Yet, the entirety of Juan of the Dead seems to be set up in such a way 
that Juan’s life as a Cuban—surviving the Special Period and everything else—has equipped 
him to be ready and able to take on the zombies.  His is a survival instinct born of being 
Cuban.  Hence, his ability to quickly adapt everyday objects into weapons and his ability to 
capitalize on the crisis. 
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 Maguire notes “Ironically, the person who shows himself to be best able to deal with 
the zombie crisis is not a shining example of Cuba’s ‘New Man,’ the model socialist individual 
envisioned by…‘Che’ Guevara, but someone Guevara might have viewed as a social failure.”  
As she observes, Juan has no political ideals, zero ambition, and is motivated by self-interest 
rather than altruism (2015, 181).  She links this to a capitalist streak in Juan, and he is 
certainly shown to be always thinking of how he can get ahead. Juan doesn’t stop to help his 
neighbors during a zombie attack because the attack will help distract them from a string of 
car radio thefts perpetrated by one of his people.  Later, when he realizes the true extent of 
the zombie infestation, Juan tells his friends they have to arm themselves.  He then explains 
to Lazaro that other people will be distracted by the zombie apocalypse and that, “We’re 
facing a crisis, and there’s only one thing we can do.”  Lazaro asks, “Help them?”  Juan says, 
“No.  Charge them.”  When his daughter raises her objections, he reminds her, “…we’re 
Cuban!  It’s what we do when things get tough.”   
 This linkage between Juan’s mercenary entrepreneurialism and the Cuban character 
more generally is also made earlier in the film when Juan visits his estranged daughter to 
tell her he’s changed.  She says, “No, Juan, you’re like this country.  Many things happen to 
you, but you never change.”  Yet, Juan does change, and the film implies that in changing, 
Juan is, in fact, returning—returning to the ideals that contemporary Cuba seems to have 
forgotten.  By the end of the film, for all his slacker ways and his entrepreneurial spirit, Juan 
not only rescues a neighborhood child but decides to stay and fight the zombies.  Thus, while 
Juan has a bit of the capitalist in him, his refusal to escape into the capitalist paradise of the 
United States at the end of the film is compelling.  Juan’s love and loyalty are tied to Cuba 
and that overshadows any capitalist tendencies he might display. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
As I argued earlier, the apocalyptic nature of most American cannibal-style zombie films 
suggests a fantasy of trying to move past current economic structures to envision a new world 
order: the zombie apocalypse fast-forwards radical change, providing a fresh start, without 
the years of collective social work that would be necessary to see this happen in real life.  
Imagine it—the zombie apocalypse could erase all our debt.  It could also erase systemic 
racism, sexism, and a host of other social ills.  But most zombie films show us the failure of 
such a fantasy.  Even if pre-apocalyptic ways of life are detrimental to the living, they are all 
the survivors have ever known.  Therefore, the living survivors cling to them; they don’t see 
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the opportunity right in front of them.  In Juan of the Dead, things also end with Juan 
clinging to pre-apocalyptic ideals—but instead of those being the ideals of the capitalist 
world, they are communist ideals. 
 In many ways, Juan of the Dead finally provides the life-after-capitalism that so many 
zombie apocalypses have promised but been unable to deliver.  The film doesn’t shy away 
from showing the absurdities of communism in contemporary Cuba, but the end of the film 
gives us a character who still seems to believe in the promise of the revolution.  It is telling 
that during his speech at the end of the film, when he is sending his daughter and friends 
away on their boat, that besides telling them that he is a survivor, Juan says, “Maybe people 
will see me and join me to help.”  This is a far different Juan than the Juan at the beginning 
of the film, who—although he believes that “This is paradise, and nothing will change that”—
still admits that he wants a better life for his daughter.  So, while this film follows the trope 
of the living going back to pre-apocalyptic ways of being, which usually means embracing the 
very capitalist ideologies telling Americans to consume, consume, consume, here, Juan 
doesn’t go back to his shiftlessness.  But he also doesn’t abandon his life in Cuba for a 
capitalist life in the United States, either.  Rather, this is a Juan that is in some ways 
embracing both his survivalist instincts and a revolutionary fervor—because it may be 
outdated; it may have helped lead to the zombie outbreak, but as the end of the film implies, 
it isn’t going to die.  At least not without a fight. 
 For all the ways in which the revolution is mocked, the film ends with Juan still 
holding out hope in a cooperative, communist future.  It is also telling that the animated fight 
sequence that plays under the credits ends with the image of a zombie wearing a jacket that 
says “Hasta la victoria siempre.”  While the zombie may have a hole blown through him, he 
is still standing and is still very much a threat—the revolutionary ideals refuse to die.  And 
whether it will be Juan’s eventual victory or the victory of the zombies, we don’t know.  The 
last image asks us to consider, though, if the revolution might be born anew with Juan.  
Hence, the film gives us the possibility of a post-apocalyptic life-after-communism that is still 
very much rooted in its ideals.  And unlike American zombie films, where this means that 
the living survivors have, in essence, failed, here, that would mean a victory. 
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